Handling Network Events in a Production SDN Environment: the AmLight Use Case
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I. INTRODUCTION

A generous range of tools is available for network monitoring and measurement of legacy networks. Most network protocols are well known with a variety of open source and commercial tools to help network engineers with their daily operation. Network Monitoring Systems (NMS) can handle SNMP GETs, ping probes, and traceroute routines natively. Some SNMP MIBs were standardized by the IETF to collect protocol-specific information, such as VLAN utilization and OSPF LSAs. With OpenFlow and SDN, some network characteristics were changed, making some tools and protocols less useful or, sometimes, completely useless. In the past, network engineers assumed the control plane inside the network devices was working properly, focusing most of the troubleshooting process on the data plane or configurations.

The lack of specific OpenFlow tools and debugging protocols makes troubleshooting of SDN networks extremely more complex. In OpenFlow and SDN environments, with an entirely new control plane in place, two additional components must be included in the troubleshooting scenario: one is the OpenFlow agent inside the network device, and the second is the OpenFlow controller and its associated application. There is added complexity the moment network engineers have to troubleshoot applications. In some cases, specific knowledge of programming languages is required, a skill almost ignored by most of the network engineers.

The complexity involved in the management of OpenFlow and SDN environments has significantly affected and still affects the AmLight network operation. Once AmLight was migrated to an OpenFlow-based network in 2014 [1], new skills were gained, new troubleshooting tools were incorporated, and some scripts and tools had to be created or customized. To make things even more complex, network events in the AmLight production environment must be handled in the least disruptive way possible (different from network testing environments or simulations) because the troubleshooting process cannot affect production traffic. However, sometimes, extreme actions have to be taken. Finding a balance is an art at this moment, and having the appropriate set of tools is fundamental.

In past presentations at Internet2, TNC, and GLIF meetings, AmLight presented its experience in supporting experimental testbeds in parallel with production traffic from a high-level perspective. Now, AmLight engineers aim to present how the network operation happens at AmLight, including tools developed specifically for SDN troubleshooting. As part of this presentation, we will describe some challenges when troubleshooting OpenFlow networks (Section II); what tools had to be improved and how these tools fit in the AmLight network-monitoring environment (Section III). Section IV reports future work.

II. CHALLENGES WHEN TROUBLESHOOTING OPENFLOW-BASED NETWORKS

Because OpenFlow is a new protocol, its implementation has to be carefully planned in production environments. In an OpenFlow-based network, the troubleshooting process includes handling the Control Plane, the Data Plane and also the Management Plane. Each plane brings specific challenges. Some of the Control Plane’s challenges involve (i) understanding the impact of a new southbound protocol in the network device; (ii) how to track the southbound communication; (iii) how to store and replay such communication for future troubleshooting activities; (iv) understand the set of features properly supported by the network device; and (v) how network devices handle malformed messages. Monitoring the control plane can be done in a completely passive approach, using sniffers and logs. The Data Plane requires an active approach: the OpenFlow controller has to send network probes to validate the data path. The active approach is required to evaluate the consistency between multiple layers in the SDN network.
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stack, from application to OpenFlow agents to network device’s forwarding memories. The Management Plane offers challenges when network devices do not properly deploy it, for instance, when counters and timers advertised by network devices are not accurate, compromising the understanding of the network.

Furthermore, other troubleshooting challenges related to OpenFlow-based networks are important and ignored by the academic community: vendor implementations and support for troubleshooting inside the network devices. In the troubleshooting process, it always comes to the point when engineers will need to use the Command Line Interface (CLI) provided by the vendor to deeper investigate the issue. Without a properly implemented CLI, troubleshooting might become impossible, turning into a series of try-and-fail attempts, compromising the network resilience even further.

III. NETWORK TROUBLESHOOTING AT AMLIGHT

Figure 1 represents the SDN architecture proposed in the IETF RFC 7426 [2]. Many academic works were published focusing on specific components and layers of this architecture, for instance [3] and [4]. Not a single work became production software or created an integrated solution covering many planes. At AmLight, different SDN troubleshooting tools were developed to focus on specific problems of each of the SDN planes. The OpenFlow Sniffer [5] was created to track the communication between OpenFlow controllers and network devices. This tool was launched in 2015 as demand for a production tool capable of handling OpenFlow 1.0 in a sliced SDN environment.

At the same time, the AmLight’s Zabbix [6] NMS was extended with a few scripts that collect and consolidate OpenFlow data, such as the number of flows, numbers of PacketIn, PacketOuts and FlowMods per device per second. Zabbix uses a database to store all data collected, making it possible to have historical data to correlate events. Through the scripts created, reports are provided per slice and for the overall network topology, optimizing the network troubleshooting.

In 2016, the troubleshooting focus turned to the SDN black holes. Black holes happen when a specific OpenFlow entry in the network device’s memory (TCAM, for instance) corrupts and discards packets instead of forwarding them. From the Control Plane perspective, the flow entry is installed, sometimes counters are even increasing, but packets are not being forwarded. In a network with multiple paths, hundreds of flow entries and multiple network devices, tracking a specific black hole can be very time-consuming. The SDNTrace [7] was developed to identify the physical data path and, at the same time, find black holes in a more automated approach. The idea behind the SDNTrace was inspired by [8]. Even though some SDN applications have a data path validation, they only validate a link between switches, not user flows.

IV. FUTURE WORK

Having multiple tools in a decentralized environment is not the most optimized approach in any network configuration, SDN or legacy. Zabbix is consolidating OpenFlow data; the OpenFlow Sniffer tracks the Controller-to-Switch communication; and the SDNTrace is used for active monitoring. There is no communication or integration between these tools, mostly because they were not planned to.

To overcome this lack of communication, AmLight engineers are developing a new approach to monitoring SDN networks, as a side application that will consolidate all data and active tests into a single REST and Web User Interface. The idea is to evolve how SDN monitoring and management is performed.

For the TNC 2017, AmLight engineers plan to present not just a new approach for network monitoring, but also the SDN tool being developed. This tool will support different OpenFlow versions and different OpenFlow controllers, such as Ryu, ONOS, and OpenDayLight. Also, this new tool will be launched as Open Source code.
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